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A first-principles embedding theory that combines the salient features of density functional theory
~DFT! and traditional quantum chemical methods is presented. The method involves constructing a
DFT-based embedding potential and then using it as a one-electron operator within a very accurate
ab initio calculation. We demonstrate how DFT calculations can be systematically improved via this
procedure. The scheme is tested using two closed shell systems, a toy model Li2 Mg2 , and the
experimentally well characterized CO/Cu~111! system. Our results are in good agreement with near
full configuration interaction calculations in the former case and experimental adsorbate binding
energies in the latter. This method provides the means to systematically include electron correlation
in a local region of a condensed phase. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~99!31116-8#

I. INTRODUCTION

faces, but this comes at a price. These calculations are limited by the approximate density functional representations
@local-density approximation ~LDA!10,11/generalized gradient
approximation ~GGA!12–15# for the electron exchange and
correlation.16 These are accurate for predicting structures but
can overestimate adsorbate-surface binding energies by up to
;1 eV, for example, with the LDA.11 A number of studies
have shown that the GGAs do not always systematically improve LDA results.17 Nonetheless, development of nonlocal
corrections to the LDA remains an active area of research.18
The embedded cluster method19,20,22–33 is a technique
that straddles the cluster and slab models. The attractive feature of the embedded cluster idea is that it preserves the
strengths of the cluster approach, namely, it allows one to
describe the very local chemisorption process to a high degree of accuracy in the presence of a surrounding lattice.
This approach has been implemented in a number of different forms where a designated cluster is embedded in an array
of point charges,24,25 shell model background26 or in a dielectric medium.27,28 These models have been used quite successfully in dealing with ionic and covalent condensed
phases. However, in metallic systems, the scenario is very
different and warrants a more precise treatment of the embedding potential. The scheme proposed by Ellis et al.19 was
one of the earliest in this spirit. Their method consists of a
cluster embedded in a crystal charge density constructed by
superposition of periodic images of the cluster charge density, iterated to self-consistency within a DFT cluster-in-DFT
slab/bulk model. The Kohn-Sham ~KS! equations for the
cluster orbitals are solved in the presence of this density, but
because there are no orbitals in the surroundings, there is no
way to orthogonalize the cluster orbitals to the orbitals of
environment. This is fixed up in the Ellis embedding scheme
by tailored repulsive potentials that force the electrons in the
cluster to stay out of the cores of the surrounding atoms,
introducing a degree of empiricism into the method. An al-

Atomic and molecular interactions with metal surfaces
have been studied over the last 20 years using a number of
well established theoretical techniques. These methods essentially fall into four major categories: finite cluster quantum chemistry, periodic slab density functional theory
~DFT!, embedded cluster methods, and Green’s function
DFT of semi-infinite crystals.
Traditional quantum chemistry methods have been used
to study the energetics of adsorbate-surface interactions for a
number of years. These methods, though formally correct,
can only be applied to study small fragments of representative surfaces and clusters1 due to their highly nonlinear scaling properties. As a result, important long-range contributions from the surrounding surface and bulk atoms are
neglected, compromising the overall accuracy of the predicted energetics. Modifications of the finite cluster model to
account for the background Fermi sea of electrons and to
compensate for the lack of a proper band structure have been
developed by Nakatsuji and Rösch, respectively. Nakatsuji’s
dipped adcluster model ~DAM!,2 for example, uses a chemical potential ~e.g., the work function of the metal! to optimize the charge on a small cluster. It also takes into account
an image charge correction. This is a purely classical electrostatic approach and accounts for the background electrons
in an implicit manner. The scheme proposed by Rösch3 introduces a Gaussian broadening of the cluster energy levels
to emulate a metallic band structure. In any case, ab initio
quantum chemical methods cannot be used on very large
clusters or extended systems, as they quickly become unwieldy for reasons already mentioned.
On the other hand, periodic slab DFT calculations4–9 are
relatively inexpensive and quite capable of dealing with infinite systems such as bulk solids, solid surfaces and intera!
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ternate way around this problem was proposed and applied
within a DFT-in-DFT embedding scheme by Cortona,20
where kinetic-energy cross terms are explicitly included.
This method has since been applied in a similar fashion by
Wesolowski, Warshal, and Weber 22 to examine a solute in
solution and by Truong and co-workers to study the adsorption of water on NaCl~001!.23 Our method, discussed in subsequent sections, is related to these ideas.
In the early 80’s, Whitten et al.29 developed the first
cluster-in-cluster embedding scheme. In essence, their
method consisted of: solving for a self-consistent field ~SCF!
minimum basis set ~one 4s orbital/atom! description of a
large cluster ~e.g., ;30–100 atoms!, localizing the orbitals
via exchange energy maximization, using these localized orbitals to set up the effective Coulomb and exchange operators for the electrons associated with the embedded cluster
and performing a relatively small configuration interaction
~CI! calculation within the orbitals localized on the embedded cluster. This strategy provides an approximate way of
accounting for nearby electrons outside the embedded cluster
itself. The theory enables the treatment of localized chemisorption processes using correlated wave functions, but is
limited to a cluster description of the background. The main
drawback of cluster-in-cluster methods is that the embedding
operators are derived from a wave function that does not
describe a metal properly: one needs a two-dimensionally
infinite wave function/density with the proper band structure.
In fact, a recent discussion34 has appeared pointing out a
number of problems with such cluster-in-cluster models.
These include the lack of marked improvement of the results
over finite clusters of the same size, problems with the orbital space partitioning such that charge conservation is violated, spurious mixing of virtual orbitals into the density matrix, the inherent delocalized nature of metallic orbitals, etc.
Nevertheless, this model has proved quite successful in describing a variety of chemisorption situations. Modified versions of the scheme have also been applied to an extended
background,30 within a DFT framework,31,32 and in conjunction with second-order perturbation theory.33
The perturbed cluster technique of Pisani37 and
extensions38 as well as the closely related Green’s function
formulations39–42 provide a different embedding paradigm.
The Green’s function method, for example, yields a proper
description of the bare metal’s bulk and surface states and
can be utilized to study local chemisorption and bulk defects
very effectively, but the exchange and correlation are treated
in exactly the same way as in periodic slab DFT calculations.
It is not obvious how this formalism could be generalized to
explicit correlation methods43 like multiconfiguration SCF
~MCSCF!, Mo” ller-Plesset perturbation theory ~MPn!,
coupled cluster and CI calculations. The local space approximation of Kirtman and co-workers should also be mentioned
in the context of embedding. This approach again deconstructs the problem into an unperturbed density matrix and a
correction due to the adsorbate, which can be treated with
explicit correlation methods.44
In this article, we present a new scheme that combines
conventional ab initio and DFT methods. An effort in this
direction has been reported recently by Abarenkov et al.,45
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FIG. 1. Partitioning of the system. The figure on the left represents a local
chemisorption situation, whereas the figure on the right represents a localized defect embedded in a bulk phase. The shading scheme shown is maintained in all subsequent figures.

where a MCSCF cluster was embedded in a LDA cluster
background. Our model treats the extended parts of the system in a periodic DFT-LDA/GGA fashion and the local region of interest as an embedded cluster described via explicit
correlation methods. The scheme is well suited to deal with
adsorption at low coverages as well as local defects or solutes embedded in a condensed phase. The embedding
scheme presented here seeks an accurate description of a
local region of interest yet also requires a full calculation on
the extended background via DFT. This is in contrast to most
previous embedding strategies that utilize an unperturbed
treatment of the background in order to construct a nonselfconsistent embedding potential. These previous approaches
had as a goal to reduce the expense of treating a large system; our goal is accuracy, not reduction of expense at this
point.
The paper is organized as follows. We develop the theoretical framework and discuss the implications of the
scheme in Sec. II. Practical implementation details are provided in Sec. III. Applications of the method appear in Sec.
IV. We offer perspective and conclusions in Sec. V.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
A. Formulation

Embedding theories are generally based on a systematic
partitioning of the total system. This is also the starting point
for our method. From here on, the cluster portion or the
region of interest of the system will be referred to as Region
I and the background as Region II ~Fig. 1!.
With this partitioning, one can formally write down the
total energy as
E tot5E I1E II1E int ,

~1!

which can further be expressed in detail as
E tot5 ^ C totu Ĥ I1Ĥ II1Ĥ intu C tot&

~2!

in terms of the subsystem and interaction Hamiltonians Ĥ I ,
Ĥ II , Ĥ int and the total normalized many-body wave function
C tot . Things can be made further transparent if one views
the problem from a DFT standpoint, which is formally exact,
and rewrites Eq. ~1! as46
E i 5T s @ r i # 1E ine@ r i # 1E xc@ r i # 1J @ r i # 1E inn

~3!
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with i5I, II, tot. Here, T s , E ne , J, E xc and E nn are the noninteracting kinetic, electron-nuclear attraction, Hartree repulsion, exchange-correlation and nuclear-nuclear repulsion energy functionals, respectively. The interaction energy can be
written in a similar manner as
int
int
int
int
E int5T int
s 1E ne 1E xc 1J 1E nn ,

~4!

where the individual terms on the right side of the above
equation are given by
T int
s 5T s @ r tot# 2T s @ r I# 2T s @ r II# ,

~5!

B. Embedding implications

The role of the embedding thus described can be revealed succinctly by rewriting Eq. ~1! as
ab
DFT
DFT
E tot'E emb
tot 5E I 1E II 1E int ,

is the ab initio energy of Region I in the presence
where
of v emb(r), E DFT
is the DFT energy of Region II, and E DFT
II
int is
the DFT interaction energy. Adding and subtracting E DFT
I
@the DFT energy of Region I in the presence of v emb(r)] to
the right side of the above equation and rearranging, we get
DFT
DFT
ab
DFT
E emb
1E DFT
!
tot 5E I
II 1E int 1 ~ E I 2E I
ab
DFT
5E DFT
!.
tot 1 ~ E I 2E I

~6!

E int
xc 5E xc@ r tot# 2E xc@ r I# 2E xc@ r II# ,

~7!

K U U L

J int5J @ r tot# 2J @ r I# 2J @ r II# 5 r I~ r!

1

u r2r8u

r II~ r8! ,

tot
I
II
E int
nn 5E nn 2E nn2E nn

~8!

~9!

with r tot(r)5 r I(r)1 r II(r). Given these definitions, one can
construct Region I’s embedding potential v emb(r) due to Region II by performing a functional derivative with respect to
r I(r), with the assumption that r I(r) and r II(r) are independent functions,
v emb~ r! 5

d T int
s

d E int
ne

~15!

E ab
I

tot
I
II
E int
ne 5E ne @ r tot# 2E ne@ r I# 2E ne@ r II#

5 ^ v Ine~ r! u r II~ r! & 1 ^ v IIne~ r! u r I~ r! & ,

d E int
xc

d E int
d J int
5
1
1
1
,
d r I~ r! d r I~ r! d r I~ r! d r I~ r! d r I~ r!

~10!

~16!
E ab
I

E DFT
I

C. Variational domain

Of the functions r I(r), r II(r), and r tot(r), only two of
them are independent. One can choose r I(r) and r tot(r) as
the independent variables. In principle, one should really
think of the two-stage minimization process in the spirit of
the Levy constrained search46,47
r tot

d T s @ r tot# d T s @ r I#
2
,
d r tot~ r!
d r I~ r!

~11!

d r I~ r!

~12!

5

d E xc@ r tot# d r tot~ r! d E xc@ r I#
2
d r tot~ r! d r I~ r!
d r I~ r!

5

d E xc@ r tot# d E xc@ r I#
2
,
d r tot~ r!
d r I~ r!

d J int
5
d r I~ r!

Er

II~ r8 !

u r2r8u

~17!

min E emb
tot @ r tot , r I# ,
rI

~18!

with the variation domain

d E int
ne
5 v IIne~ r! ,
d r I~ r!
d E int
xc

rI

However, experience46 has shown that r tot(r) obtained via
DFT is a good representation of the true total density. We
therefore keep it fixed, and simplify the above equation

d T int
d T s @ r tot# d r tot~ r! d T s @ r I#
s
5
2
d r I~ r! d r tot~ r! d r I~ r!
d r I~ r!
5

E DFT
tot .

and
corrects
Clearly, the difference between
Also notice that E DFT
does
not
appear
explicitly
as it has
II
DFT
already been accounted for in the evaluation of E tot . Equation ~16! resembles the IMOMM/IMOMO family of
methods21 where the energy of the total system is first evaluated at a lower level of theory and corrections are added by
calculating energy differences of the region of interest at low
and high levels of theory. Our method is formally distinct
from Morukuma’s approach in that the region of interest
~Region I! is not treated in isolation but rather is treated in
the presence of an embedding potential.

min min E emb
tot @ r tot , r I# .

with

7679

d t 85

Er

$ r I~ r! , r II~ r! u r I~ r! 1 r II~ r! [ r tot~ r! % .

~19!

Therefore, all terms involving r tot(r) are evaluated with
fixed r tot(r). This greatly accelerates the search for the variational minimum of E emb
tot .
~13!

III. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Computational procedure

tot~ r8 ! 2 r I~ r8 !

u r2r8u

d t 8.

~14!

Similar equations have been derived by Cortona in the context of a pure DFT-in-DFT embedding scheme;20 a difference here is that while terms involving r tot will be calculated
once and for all from a DFT calculation, the terms involving
r I will be updated self-consistently from a molecular quantum chemistry calculation.

There are a number of issues to deal with in the practical
realization of the theory. These steps constitute the main aspects of the implementation:
Step 1: A well converged r tot(r) is first calculated by
solving the single-particle KS48 equations for the whole system
i
i
i
~ 2 21 ¹ 2 1V KS
eff ~ r !! c tot~ r ! 5 e KSc tot~ r ! ,

~20!

where the KS effective potential V KS
eff (r) is given by
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FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the embedding procedure.

tot
V KS
eff ~ r ! 5 v ne ~ r ! 1

d E xc@ r tot# d J @ r tot#
1
,
d r tot~ r!
d r tot~ r!

~21!

the density by

r tot~ r! 5

(i n iu c itot~ r! u 2 ,

~22!

i
and $ n i % , $ e KS
% , and $ c itot% are the occupation numbers, KS
eigenvalues, and KS orbitals, respectively.
Step 2: A reasonable first guess for r I(r) is constructed
for the atoms in Region I either by solving the SCF equations
for the cluster atoms without v emb(r) or by a superposition of
atomic densities. For the Hartree-Fock ~HF! method,43 we
solve
i
(n F m n C n ,i 5 e HF
(n S m n C n ,i ,

~23!

where the orbitals are expanded in terms of basis functions
$ f n%

c HF
i ~ r ! 5 ( C n ,i f n ~ r ! ,
n

~24!

and the density is given by
occ

r HF
I ~ r! 5

C m*,i C n ,i f m* ~ r! f n ~ r! ,
(i (
m,n

~25!

where C n ,i are the HF molecular orbital expansion coefficients, and F m n and S m n are the Fock and overlap matrices,
respectively; i runs over all the occupied orbitals in the cluster. Similar equations can be derived for other self-consistent
ab initio procedures.43
Step 3: v emb(r) is then constructed according to Eqs.
~10!–~14! using r tot(r) and r I(r).
Step 4: The effective one-electron operator v emb(r) is
then expressed in matrix form in the cluster basis, inserted
into the SCF equations, and r I(r) is updated.
i
(n ~ F m n 1M m n ! C n ,i 5 g HF
(n S m n C n ,i ,

~26!

M m n 5 ^ f m ~ r! u v emb~ r! u f n ~ r! & ,

~27!

i
$ g HF
%

where
are the new orbital energies.
Step 5: Steps 3 and 4 are performed repeatedly until full
self-consistency is achieved ~Fig. 2!. It must be noted that
r tot~r! is kept fixed during the entire process in accordance
with the definition of the variational domain described earlier
in Eq. ~19!. Post-SCF perturbative corrections ~MPn! are
then calculated using the converged r I(r).
We emphasize that Eq. ~27! is completely general regardless of the representation. In our implementation we
evaluate the various contributions to v emb as follows: the

long-range terms ~the local part of the pseudopotential and
Hartree potential! are easily treated in reciprocal space using
fast Fourier transforms. This implicitly relies on a uniform
real space grid. The short-range exchange-correlation contribution is also calculated on the same uniform real space grid,
while the short-range, nonlocal pseudopotential contribution
was evaluated analytically in real space. Since M m n requires
a ‘‘sandwich’’ of the potential between the basis functions,
the grid-based terms ~kinetic, Hartree and the local part of
pseudopotential! can become expensive to construct ~depending on the fineness of the grid and the number of basis
functions in the calculation! as one needs to evaluate the
potential on the entire grid. Details concerning the construction of v emb(r) are presented in Sec. III C.
With regard to neutrality and particle number in the two
regions, Region I is kept neutral and the number of electrons
in Region I is kept fixed because HF and MPn theories can
only be applied to integer particle numbers.43 However, since
v emb(r) is constantly updated via all the terms that depend on
r tot(r) and r I(r), r I(r) is allowed to evolve to selfconsistency without any rigid spatial confinement, which effectively allows charge density changes in both regions.
B. Programs and densities

The method was implemented using suitably modified
versions of the plane-wave-based DFT program CASTEP49
and the Gaussian-function-based ab initio program
HONDO.50 Converged r tot(r) were obtained using well
documented plane-wave DFT techniques naturally suited for
periodic systems.49,51 Standard norm-conserving pseudopotentials52 were used for the respective atoms and the
LDA10 or the GGA14 for the exchange and correlation. Calculations on the cluster SCF part were performed using
HONDO. To enable simultaneous manipulation of r I(r) and
r tot(r) in the evaluation of v emb(r), both densities were
represented53 on the same Cartesian grid.
C. Embedding potential

We now discuss implementation of the individual terms
of the embedding potential.
1. Kinetic-energy contribution - d T sint/ d r

The kinetic-energy contribution to v emb(r) is the most
challenging component. Since the exact analytic form of the
kinetic-energy density functional ~KEDF! T s @ r # is not
known, it is not clear how to construct a kinetic-energy potential exactly. One therefore needs to use approximate
forms T approx
@ r # instead. Although many approximate
s
KEDFs have been developed over the years, they lack transferability, i.e., they cannot be applied with the same merits in
different environments.46 In addition, there is the subtle but
important question of the accuracy of the KEDF and its potential. We first present a discussion of different KEDFs and
their properties before presenting applications.
The conventional gradient expansion is the oldest strategy, where the KEDF is approximated by a gradient expansion around a slowly varying electron density, normally written as46
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T approx
@ r # ' ^ t 0 ~ r ! 1t 2 ~ r ,¹ r ! 1t 4 ~ r ,¹ r ,¹ 2 r !
s
1t 6 ~ r ,¹ r ,¹ 2 r ,¹ 3 r ! 1••• & .

~28!

The zeroth-order term t 0 yields the Thomas-Fermi ~TF!
functional54 and is purely a function of r (r). The secondorder term t 2 is one-ninth of the original von Weizsäcker
~vW! correction55 and is a function of r (r) and ¹ r (r). It is
fairly easy to show that the TF functional is exact only at the
free-electron limit or G→0 in reciprocal space, and that the
vW functional is exact for one- and two-electron ground
state systems but fails for a many-electron environment.46
The gradient expansion does improve the TF term, but diverges beyond fourth order for exponentially decaying densities and produces algebraically decaying densities and no
shell structure for atoms.46 In fact, t 4 has a divergent functional derivative and t 6 diverges for atoms and molecules.46
Extensions of this model have been used, where the strength
of the vW term is controlled by a parameter l, i.e.,
l5 51 .46,56,57
The Lee-Lee-Parr approach58 based on a conjointness
assumption between KEDFs and exchange functionals is another scheme used to construct KEDFs. These functionals
typically take the form
T approx
@ r # ' ^ t 0 ~ r ! u f ~ r ,¹ r ! & .
s

~29!

The function f ( r ,¹ r ) in the above equation is an enhancement factor that depends on r (r) and ¹ r (r) and is identical
to the enhancement factor of the corresponding exchange
functional. One can obtain many different KEDFs starting
from different exchange functionals in this manner.
The approximate KEDF models discussed thus far fall
short of reproducing one important property. They do not
have the right linear-response ~LR! behavior59 which is required to produce the correct screening potential and the consequent Friedel oscillations. The Friedel oscillations arise as
a result of the discontinuity at the Fermi surface and a weak
logarithmic singularity at G52k F in the exact susceptibility,
given by the Lindhard LR function for a noninteracting electron gas without exchange60,61 ~Fig. 3!. The exact screening
potential as a result has a slowly decaying oscillatory part
v exact
scr ~ r ! '

cos~ 2k F r !
r3

~30!

,

where the Fermi momentum k F 5(3 p 2 r 0 ) 1/3 and r 0 is the
average electron density. The TF functional, for instance,
yields an incorrect Yukawa-like screening potential that results from an incorrect constant susceptibility in reciprocal
space, leading to no Friedel oscillations. The vW term, on
the other hand, corrects the TF susceptibility but is still inadequate. Approximate KEDFs with exact LR in principle
can be constructed in the following manner:62–65
T sa @ r # 5T TF@ r # 1T vW@ r # 1T Xa @ r # ,

~31!

T TF@ r # 5

3 ~ 3 p 2 ! 2/3
^ r ~ r! 5/3& ,
10

~32!

T vW@ r # 5

1 u ¹ r ~ r! u 2
,
8
r ~ r!

~33!

K

L

FIG. 3. Linear response behavior of various functionals in reciprocal space.
All the functionals are normalized to the Thomas-Fermi response x TF
52(k F / p 2 ).

T Xa @ r # 5 ^ r ~ r! a u K a ~ r2r8! u r ~ r8! a & ,

~34!

where a is some positive number. The kernel K a (r2r8) is
chosen so that T sa satisfies the exact Lindhard LR. In Fourier
space, this is given by
F̂

S

d 2 T sa @ r #
d r ~ r! d r ~ r8!

UD
r0

S

U UD

p 2 1 12 h 2 11 h
1
52
5
ln
x Lind k f 2
4h
12 h
1

21

~35!

,

where h 5G/(2k F ) is a dimensionless momentum and x Lind
is the Lindhard susceptibility function in reciprocal
space.60,61 K a (r2r8) can then be expressed in reciprocal
space as
F̂K a ~ r2r8! 5K̃ a ~ G! 52

21
21
x 21
Lind2 x vW 2 x TF

2 a 2 V r 20 ~ a 21 !

,

~36!

where V is the simulation cell volume, and x TF
52(k F / p 2 ) and x vW5 x TF /(3 h 2 ) are the TF and vW LR
functions, respectively.
The LR corrections can also be rigorously derived from
a perturbation picture by expanding around r 0 .66 Higherorder corrections can also be worked out in a similar
manner.62,67 These KEDFs have been successfully used to
study the bulk phases of free-electron-like elements like Na64
and nearly free-electron elements like Al,64,65 where density
variations are moderate. It has also been used to study the
diamond structure of Si.62
Despite the success of these functionals with bulk materials, they are unsuitable in situations where there are large
density variations like atoms, molecules, and surfaces. This
stems from the dependence of the above formulas on r 0 and
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2. Ion-electron contribution -d E int
ne / d r I

The ionic interaction v II(r) was represented by conventional norm-conserving pseudopotentials52 where the potential was decomposed into a long-range local part and a shortrange, angular-momentum-dependent, nonlocal part
`

v̂ ~ r! 5
II

l

(j l50
( m52l
( v̂ l~ r2Rj ! u lm &^ lm u
l max21

5

l

(j v̂ loc~ r2Rj ! 1 (j l50
( m52l
( u lm & ~ v̂ l~ r2Rj !
2 v̂ loc~ r2R j !! ^ lm u 5 v loc~ r! 1 v nonloc~ r! ,

FIG. 4. Surface density profile of a five-layer Al~100! slab. The solid line
represents the KS density and the dotted line, the self-consistent density
5
using Eq. ~31! with a 5 6 .

k F . It is conceivable that one can generalize Eq. ~31! by
defining a local k F (r)5(3 p 2 r (r)) 1/3 or an averaged local k F
as is commonly done in exchange-correlation functionals.
This, however, would be inconsistent with the derivation of
the response kernel K a (r2r8) which is intrinsically based on
an expansion around r 0 and consequently a constant k F .
In fact a ‘‘blind’’ application59 of Eqs. ~31!–~36! in a
self-consistent density-based Hohenberg-Kohn ~SCDBHK!
scheme,68 for example, to Al surfaces yields surface energies
2–3 times larger than corresponding KS values, even though
the surface electron density profiles agree very well59 ~see
Fig. 4!. This implies that a good potential does not necessarily imply a good KEDF. Other approximate KEDFs do exist
that can yield accurate energies when good densities are
inserted,46,59,69 but these can differ greatly if evaluated via
the SCDBHK scheme with their corresponding potentials.
One can also name several other examples59 of ‘‘good energy’’ KEDFs with ill-behaved potentials. In short, it is not
only important to choose a good functional in terms of the
energy but also in terms of the potential, and vice versa.
Functionals discussed so far fall into a class where the
kernels are density independent, i.e., K(r2r8). Over the last
few years there have been a number of efforts to generalize
them to include a density dependence, i.e., K( r (r), r (r8),r
2r8)),59,70 by taking into account all the important limits.
Although these functionals do reproduce the atomic shell
structure and yield surface energies that are in good agreement with KS jellium calculations, realistic applications appear numerically prohibitive ~scaling quadratically with grid
size! due to the nature of their makeup.
As seen from the above discussion, the KEDF must be
chosen with care. Judging by the results of Fig. 4, it appears
that we are able to obtain good KEDF potentials ~that yield a
good density! while the ‘‘goodness’’ of the KEDF energies
remains to be demonstrated. We shall give details of the T s
functionals chosen for the embedding study, how they were
evaluated, and the quality of the results in the applications
section.

~37!

where j runs over the embedding ions, u lm &^ lm u are spherical harmonic projection operators, l is the angular momentum of the relevant channel and l max is typically one greater
than the highest angular component of any core orbital. The
local part v loc(r) is a pure radial function of the distance and
is evaluated in reciprocal space to account for the long-range
components of the embedding ions, i.e.,
v loc~ r! 5

(j v̂ loc~ r2Rj ! 5 (j GÞ0
( ṽ loc~ G! e 2iG•~ r2R !
j

5

1
V

(

GÞ0

S ~ G!ṽ loc~ G! e 2iG•r, ~38!

where G runs over the reciprocal lattice vectors up to
the plane-wave cutoff and S(G) is the structure factor.
The short-range second term in Eq. ~37! is calculated
by evaluating three-center integrals of the form
^ f mI (r) u v nonloc(r) u f In (r) & in real space71 where $ f mI (r) % are
the atom-centered basis functions of Region I. This term falls
off exponentially and is negligible beyond a few neighboring
ions. For consistency, the same type of pseudopotentials
were utilized in the ab initio and DFT parts of the calculation. The radial parts of the pseudopotentials used in the
plane-wave DFT calculation of r tot(r) were fitted to well
separated spherical Gaussian functions using a LevenbergMarquardt nonlinear least-squares optimization,72 to ensure
compatibility with the Gaussian orbital-based program we
modified for the purpose of the embedding.
We note that since the ionic summation in Eqs. ~37! and
~38! runs purely over the ions in the surroundings, this results in an implicit ‘‘notched’’ environment where atoms in
the embedded region are missing in the main cell ~as they
should be! and in all the neighboring cells ~an artifact! due to
the periodicity. It is therefore important to construct large
enough supercells so that the notches from different cells do
not interact via the long-range terms treated in reciprocal
space. This is consistent with the calculation of the Hartree
term ~see below!, so that charge neutrality is maintained. At
some point it may be possible to reduce the cost of this
calculation by using an approximate background density
constructed using smaller supercells by exploiting the fact
that the density far away from the adsorbate should be unperturbed.
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int
3. Exchange-correlation contribution -d E xc
/drI

The exchange-correlation contribution to the embedding
potential was treated at the LDA or GGA level, consistent
with the functional used in the calculation of r tot(r). Since
this term is short ranged, it was conveniently evaluated on a
uniform grid in real space.
4. Hartree contribution -d J int/ d r I

The electron-electron repulsion is a long-ranged term
and must be handled with care. It can be evaluated in real or
reciprocal space. Since the Coulomb potential falls off very
slowly with distance, a large number of cells needs to be
included for convergence. This is especially so if Region II is
effectively infinite, e.g., as in a crystalline bulk or surface.
However, in reciprocal space, the long-range component, G
50, can be easily isolated explicitly and dealt with
separately.73 In Fourier space, Eq. ~14! becomes

d J int
4p
5
d r I~ r! V

(
GÞ0

e 2iG•r
G2

@ r̃ tot~ G! 2 r̃ I~ G!# .

~39!

D. Calculation of the energies
ab
E emb
tot was calculated in the following manner: E I was
calculated self-consistently in the presence of v emb(r) and
the converged Region I density was then used to evaluate the
E DFT
in the presence of v emb(r). The difference (E ab
I
I
DFT
2E I ) was substituted in Eq. ~16! to correct E DFT
tot . A
closer analysis of the correction term reveals that the correction arises from the different kinetic-energy and exchangecorrelation descriptions in the ab initio and DFT calculations, respectively. The other terms exactly cancel out
between the two.

FIG. 5. Linear and T geometries. The linear geometry is shown on the left
and T geometry on the right. All distances are in Å. The figures also show
the embedded and embedding regions shaded in a manner consistent with
Fig. 1.

the spin-restricted HF ~RHF! level in the presence of
v emb(r). For both Li and Mg, standard contracted Gaussian
bases ~CGTO! (4s,4p)/ @ 2s,2p # 74 were used. The full Mg
basis set was placed on the embedding Mg, to minimize the
basis set superposition errors ~BSSE!75 and to produce the
correct tails of r I(r) around the embedding Mg.29
Two different T s functionals and their potentials were
tested for the embedding potential, the TF2~1/9!vW model46
~ 1/9! vW
T TF2
@ r # 5T TF1 91 T vW ,
s

~40!

~ 1/9! vW
d T TF2
1 ¹ 2 r ~ r! 1 u ¹ r ~ r! u 2
~ 3 p 2 ! 2/3
s
5
r ~ r! 2/32
1
d r ~ r!
2
36 r ~ r!
72 r ~ r! 2

~41!

and the Zhao-Levy-Parr ~ZLP! model

76

IV. APPLICATIONS
A. Li2 Mg2 : Linear and T geometries

The embedding scheme was first tested on the same toy
model (Li2 Mg2 ) used by Abarenkov et al.45 This model was
chosen because it is small enough to allow near full CI
~nFCI! calculations to be performed for comparison. Both
linear and T geometries were considered with RLi253.465 Å
and RMg252.543 Å ~Fig. 5, where the shading is consistent
with Fig. 1!. Two configurations, an infinite and a representative nearby separation, were chosen to examine energy differences.
Regions I and II were first identified. Li2 and the Mg
atom closest to it comprised Region I and the remaining Mg
atom comprised Region II. This is a meaningful partition, as
one can think of Li2 Mg as the embedded cluster ~chemisorption region!, and the lone Mg atom as the embedding region
~surface!. This identification was maintained for both the geometries.
The reference density r tot(r) was calculated using a
plane-wave cutoff of 300 eV and a large supercell of dimensions 10 Å310 Å330 Å. This simulation cell was large
enough to prevent any interactions with atoms in neighboring cells. Both LDA10 and GGA14 densities were calculated.
The Gaussian density r I(r) was updated self-consistently at

K F

2/3
5/3
T ZLP
12c 2 r ~ r! 1/3
s @ r # 52 c 1 r ~ r !

S

3ln 11

1
c 2 r ~ r! 1/3

DGL

~42!

,

d T ZLP
5c 1
s
52 2/3
r ~ r! 2/322 5/3c 1 c 2 r ~ r!
d r ~ r!
3

S

3ln 11

1

1
c 2 r ~ r! 1/3

S

D

2 2/3
1
c 1 r ~ r! 2/3 11
3
c 2 r ~ r! 1/3

D

21

~43!

with c 1 53.2372, and c 2 50.00196. These two KEDFs were
chosen because they have been used successfully in a number of other calculations,20,22,46 and their potentials have the
proper limiting behavior and no divergences.59 These terms
were calculated in real space. The embedding correction to
E DFT
tot was calculated according to the prescription given in
Eqs. ~15! and ~16!. Table I summarizes the results. One
should note that the MPn calculations are post-SCF perturbative corrections to the RHF result using r RHF
.
I
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TABLE I. Li2 Mg2 -linear geometry.
DE ~eV!

Pure DFT

20.5501
20.5264

LDA cluster
GGA cluster

DE ~eV!

Finite cluster

20.1121
20.1815
20.1755
20.1729
20.1565

RHF
MP2
MP3
MP4
nFCIa
Embedded clusterb

a

DETF1/9vW ~eV!

DEZLP ~eV!

RHF/LDA
MP2/LDA
MP3/LDA
MP4/LDA

20.3052
20.2027
20.1654
20.1501

20.4016
20.2881
20.2592
20.2403

RHF/GGA
MP2/GGA
MP3/GGA
MP4/GGA

20.2816
20.1790
20.1517
20.1378

20.3779
20.2644
20.2355
20.2166

The near-full CI result for the linear Li2 Mg2 .
Quantum chemistry method for Region I listed first, DFT method for Region II listed second.

b

A review of the linear-geometry results shows that both
LDA and GGA DFT cluster calculations result in an
overbinding of a factor of more than 3 compared with
nFCI.77–79 The embedding results presented in the bottom
half of the table demonstrate how the embedding helps decrease the overbinding systematically as one improves the
level of theory. However, there are noticeable differences in
the actual corrections for the two KEDF models. These differences can be attributed to inaccuracies in the KEDF
and/or the exchange-correlation models. Nevertheless, the
corrections have the same sign for both cases, which is encouraging, and the final energy differences are in good agreement with the nFCI numbers. Calculations were also performed on the T geometry, with the best embedding results
yielding 0.1590 eV compared with 20.2983 and 20.2415
eV for the LDA and the GGA, respectively. Even though the
embedding result is in error by ;0.15 eV compared with the
nFCI result ~0.0117 eV!, it is still an improvement over the
DFT predictions. We shall see that this level of accuracy is
reproduced in our next, much more complex, test case.
B. CO/Cu„111…

The method was next applied to study the well characterized CO/Cu~111! system, where the experimental adsorbate binding energy and adsorption site are known for both
low and high coverages. Since our embedding scheme is
ideally suited to examine a low coverage scenario, we set up
our calculation to study a CO coverage of Q CO50.125 ML,
or 1 CO per eight surface Cu atoms. Infrared and isosteric
heat of adsorption data80 yield a top site for CO and a binding energy of about 0.52 eV at this coverage.
A DFT geometry optimization calculation on the entire
system was first performed both at the LDA and the GGA

FIG. 6. CO/Cu~111!. Figures show the side and top views of the simulation
cell with the embedded and embedding regions shaded in a manner consistent with Fig. 1. The optimum bond lengths are RCO51.15 Å, RCCu51.86 Å,
and RCuCu52.54 Å, respectively. The different atom sizes indicate the different layers in the slab. Atoms in the topmost layer are represented by the
largest circles and so on. Note: image equivalents of the atoms in the unit
cell are also represented. The embedded cluster is composed of the CO
adsorbate along with one Cu atom from the top layer and three Cu atoms
from the second layer of the slab.

levels. This optimized geometry was then kept fixed throughout the embedding procedure. We emphasize that the current
embedding procedure is a single-point calculation for a specific geometry. The supercell used was a ~111! slab containing 32 Cu atoms ~eight atoms per layer! and a CO placed at
a top site on one side of the slab ~Fig. 6, where the shading
is consistent with Fig. 1!. The simulation cell was large
enough ~5.06 Å38.76 Å322.00 Å! so that the interactions
between the periodic slab images were negligible.81–83 The
system was partitioned into the chemisorption region ~Region I!, comprised of one surface Cu atom, three second
layer Cu atoms and the CO, and the background ~Region II!,
comprised of the remaining Cu atoms.
The r tot(r) was calculated using a large plane-wave cutoff of 850 eV with integrations over the surface Brillouin
zone ~BZ! performed on a discrete mesh of eight k points
symmetrized over the irreducible BZ. A Gaussian
broadening84 of 0.25 eV was also used to help the convergence. The Gaussian density r I(r) was optimized in the presence of v emb(r) using contracted Gaussian-type orbitals
~CGTO! bases (9s,5p,1d)/ @ 3s,2p,1d # 85 for C and O, and
(5s,5p,5d)/ @ 3s,3p,2d # 86 for Cu, and corresponding
pseudopotentials.52 Optimized minimum basis set ~MBS! 4s
functions87 were placed on the 12 Cu atoms nearest to the
cluster to minimize the BSSE and to allow for correct cusps
at those nuclei. The 4s functions were obtained by performing an atomic HF calculation on Cu using the uncontracted
GTO (5s,5p,5d) basis, and the MBS coefficients were taken
as the HF 4s orbital coefficients without the d contribution.
Since the two subsystems involved are very different in
the response sense, a hybrid KEDF model was designed to
calculate the relevant contributions to the embedding poten-
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TABLE II. CO/Cu~111! binding energies.

a

Pure DFT

DE ~eV!

LDA cluster
GGA cluster
LDA slab
GGA slab
Expta

21.2138
21.1834
20.8406
20.7682
20.52

Finite cluster

DE ~eV!

RHF
MP2
MP3
MP4

20.4288
21.5973
20.9720
22.1585

Embedded clusterb

DE ~eV!

RHF/LDA
MP2/LDA
MP3/LDA
MP4/LDA

20.7895
20.7102
20.6824
20.6639

RHF/GGA
MP2/GGA
MP3/GGA
MP4/GGA

20.7271
20.7030
20.6891
20.6823

finite cluster binding energies with MPn theory have been
reported by Bauschlicher.88 He also found that the series
only became convergent for large clusters.
The embedding results in the bottom half of the table are
very encouraging, in that the oscillations are quenched out
even in a small embedded cluster suggesting that the embedded cluster has some of the same electronic structure characteristics as very large finite clusters. Furthermore, our embedding scheme improves DFT slab results. We point out
that a comparative study using various T S functional models
was not performed in this case owing to the expense involved in performing this calculation.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The experimental value for CO/Cu~111! for low coverages, Q CO,0.25.
Quantum chemistry method for Region I listed first, DFT method for Region II listed second.

b

tial. The extended background was treated using the
Wang-Teter-Perrot62,63 functional
5/6
T 5/6
s @ r tot# 5T TF@ r tot# 1T vW@ r tot# 1T X @ r tot# ,

~44!

d T 5/6
d T TF@ r tot# d T vW@ r tot# 5
s @ r tot#
5
1
1 r tot~ r! 2 1/6
d r tot~ r!
d r tot~ r!
d r tot~ r!
3
3

Er

tot~ r8 !

5/6

K 5/6 ~ r2r8! d t8,

7685

~45!

which was calculated partly in real space (T TF ,T vW) and
partly in reciprocal space (T 5/6
X ). This functional is a reasonable choice as it has the correct LR by construction and
yields a good potential as judged by the surface electron
density ~Fig. 4!. The cluster 1 CO system was treated using
the ZLP functional, Eqs. ~42! and ~43!, and was evaluated in
real space.
The results presented in Table II show that both DFT/
LDA and GGA cluster calculations overestimate the binding
energy by about 0.60 eV compared with experiment ~0.52
eV!. Notice that the numbers are greatly improved at both
the LDA/GGA levels when the periodic slab model is used,
demonstrating the importance of the correct infinite boundary conditions absent in cluster models. The situation is even
worse in the case of the pure finite cluster quantum chemical
calculations where one sees spurious oscillations88 in the
binding energies as the level of theory is increased. This can
be attributed to the fact that the perturbation series is nowhere near convergent, as well as to the finite size of the
cluster. Similar observations of oscillations in adsorbate-

We have presented and implemented a new embedded
cluster method, combining explicit ab initio correlation and
DFT, which offers the means to systematically improve the
description of energetics in a local region. The scheme may
be viewed as an extension of a pure DFT-in-DFT embedding
formulation,20 but our scheme offers an improvement via an
explicitly correlated ab initio calculation of Region I. The
procedure involves the usual partitioning of the total system
but utilizes no arbitrary orbital localization for the total space
or the subspaces, making it quite different from the related
approach of Abarenkov et al.45 The scheme is exact in
theory, but not in practice, with the main source of ambiguity
stemming from the arbitrary nature of the density-functional
~both kinetic and exchange-correlation! contribution to
v emb(r). Nevertheless, the results from the two applications
presented lend support to the procedure and certainly suggest
a better understanding of the compatibility of KEDFs and
exchange-correlation functionals is needed. Surely the development of better KEDFs should help improve the accuracy
of the scheme as well. An improvement that is currently
being implemented involves eliminating the dependency of
E DFT
on T s @ r I# . This involves solving the Kohn-Sham equaI
tions ~at least once! to obtain a set of orbitals that yield the
same converged r I .
Concerning the topic of orbital localization routinely
used in embedding schemes, the best route is surely via an
optimal Wannier-like unitary localization transformation60
over occupied orbitals prior to the construction of the embedding operators. This is certainly possible for systems with
a band gap, such as insulators, semiconductors, small atomic
and molecular clusters, etc., whose density matrices fall off
exponentially
lim P ~ r,r8! }e 2 b u r2r8u ,

u r2r8u →`

~46!

where b is proportional to the magnitude of the band gap. In
other words, the density matrices in these systems are ‘‘near
sighted’’89 or diagonal dominant. Metallic or zero-band-gap
systems, on the other hand, pose a different problem, as their
density matrices only fall off algebraically90
lim P ~ r,r8! } u r2r8u 23 ,

u r2r8u →`

~47!
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thus not guaranteeing an exponential localization, as in the
finite band-gap systems. Even though it has been shown
recently91–93 that metallic density matrices can have better
than algebraic falloffs at nonzero temperatures, the problem
of fractionally occupied orbitals still stymies the design of a
Wannier-like localization transformation, which requires the
presence of distinct occupied and unoccupied orbital spaces.
It is possible to devise strategies that circumvent this problem by performing subspace localizations on a predetermined or a dynamically partitioned orbital space of the full
system.29,30,34–36,45 Unfortunately, these transformations are
not unique and introduce transformation-dependent terms
into the theory. In a nutshell, once a system is decomposed
into subsystems, there is no single unitary localization transformation that simultaneously leaves all the physical observables of the total system and subsystems unchanged. We
refer the interested reader to recent papers by Gutdeutsch
et al.34 for an illustrative discussion of these issues.
Further, even if it is theoretically possible to exponentially localize metallic states, there are practical difficulties
associated with the problem of orbital localization. For example, a good description of a metal requires a very high
quality BZ or k-point sampling,94 requiring the storage of the
orbitals over all space at each of these k points. The localization calculation can quickly become numerically intractable as a result.95
Taking into account the various theoretical and practical
issues, we assert that the embedding formulation presented
here is not only a practical but also a rather accurate compromise. Since the scheme requires the knowledge of a wellconverged reference density ( r tot(r)) and reference energy
(E tot) for the full system ~for each geometry! the procedure
can become quite expensive for systems which require large
supercells. Work to reduce the expense of the technique is in
progress. The theory as it stands can be readily extended to
open-shell systems, as well as to other procedures like multireference calculations and others. Such extensions are under
way. The possibility of generalizing the theory to treat local
excited states also exists.
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